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Coastal Sage District Committee Meeting – October 8 2019 

 

1) District Chair Comments: 

a) On volunteering, questions to consider:  

i)  Why you do this?  You don’t HAVE to, but you GET to. 

(1) For me, I want scouting to be available for youth – to give them the opportunity to 

get away from their phones and computers, get off the couch, and do something 

that will bring value and breadth to their lives; to teach by example what a moral 

compass is and how to set it; to instill values that are lacking in much of society; 

and to teach them leadership skills so they can lead future generations. 

ii)  What is my role in the larger picture of scouting;  

iii) What can I do in my role to make this the best program possible for the greatest 

number of youths. 

iv) What help or assistance do I need to help me to accomplish # iii. 

v) What help or assistance can I give to other scout leaders  to accomplish their goals. 

2)  District Commissioner Report (Mike Trulio): 

a) Working to get unit reports up to date, and have made assignments among existing 

commissioners to get that accomplished. 

b) Rechartering Plan.  All Commissioners received a copy of the Rechartering Packet so 

they are aware of what is needed and can better assist their units in getting this 

completed, 

c) Commissioners advised of possible fee increase for scouts. 

3) Membership (Rob) 

a) Coastal sage is one of 2 districts with positive membership numbers.  However, to meet 

our target of 4% growth, we will need 141 new scouts before end of year. 

b) First round of Back to School outreach is completed.  Some units attracted several new 

scouts, while other units were not as successful.  Rob is suggesting a second round of for 

selected Packs to try to up the numbers. 

c) There was some discussion about the Be A Scout site.  Apparently, for Coastal Sage, it is 

not identifying girl troops.  Rob will look into this further. 

4) FOS (Rob) 

a) FOS presentations are completed.  Coastal Sage is over $100,000, but still $15,000 short 

of our target.  Rob looking for ideas for fundraisers, and contacts we can approach to 

solicit donations. 

b) Council will be meeting within the month to set targets for 2020. 

c) For 2020 we need a FOS Chairperson.  Rob looking for suggestions, preferably people 

with a financial background. 

5)  Advancement (Greg Kwik) 

a) Greg noted that some units do not appear to be entering advancement data.  Mike Trulio 

will have commissioners follow up with those units.   

b) There was some discussion regarding LDS units who no longer are reporting data, and 

the efforts to recruit those scouts or let them know which units are open to taking on LDS 

members.  A flyer was circulated for units to respond as to whether they were open.  

Very few responded.  This is a great opportunity to retain LDS scouts, and all units 

should seriously consider responding to this survey. 
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6) Training  (Jodi Balazs) 

a) We have a new Training Chair, Jodi Balazs.  Thank you Jodi for stepping up.  And thank 

you to Jason Dupre and Doris McCarthy for your prior work on this committee. 

b) Jodi is getting her feet wet.  She will be coordinating with Randy Seefeldt about co-

sponsoring IOS and BALOO training in January, and is gathering information on 

possible future programs and instructors.  Her goal is to have a number of training 

programs within the District in the coming year, and working on a method for getting the 

word out to unit leaders on the requirements to become a “trained” leader, and when the 

necessary training will be available.   

7) Eagle Board of Review (Ken Brinkman) 

a) Ken reports that there were 4 candidates last month, and 6 more have signed up this 

month.   

b) We still need to find another location in the Fall to hold Eagle Board of Reviews as we 

currently use an LDS facility.  Mike Trulio is working on a lead in downtown San Diego. 

8) Popcorn 

a) Technically, sales are to end October 14, although a few units have requested and been 

granted additional time for sales.   

b) About 25 units signed up for sales.  The numbers are not in as many of those units are not 

using the app to track and report sales.  Rob indicated he would like that to be a 

requirement for next year. 

c) We need to motivate more units to engage in popcorn sales next year.   

d) Our Popcorn Kernal, Katherine Fowler, is stepping down after this year.  Thanks 

Katherine for all your hard work.   

e) We will be looking for a replacement for the coming year.  It is a bit labor intensive, but 

only for a 4-6 week window.  If you have anyone you would suggest, pass their name and 

how to contact them to Mark or Rob. 

9) Outdoor / Camping (Keith Ayers) 

a) Keith reports that they have been working hard to get units to report their outings.  At this 

point, 65 – 70% have their numbers in.   

b) While BSA camps are supposed to submit information on units who use their facilities, it 

does not always get done, so units need to do their own report. 

c) Keith is using Roundtable, the Unit Commissioners and emails to the units to get the 

work out follow up on reports. 

d) There was some discussion on the importance of all units offering a summer camp.  If a 

unit does not offer its scouts an opportunity for summer camp, it indicates there is a 

problem with the health of the unit.  

10) Community Service (Vanessa Kampnich) 

a) There was discussion about the flag retirement program.  Commissioner Cox helped put 

together a program for 33 libraries to accept flags, with local Units to pick them up for 

delivery to a  Legion post, most of the Legion posts were not contacted, and don’t have 

the ability to do the retirement.  So for now, Rob is picking them up and storing them at 

Balboa.  It would be nice to have someone to act as a coordinator to get Units to agree to 

do pickups at the various libraries, and then deliver them to Balboa until the District 

arranges for methods of retirement.  We also want to encourage Troops to do their own 

retirement ceremonies.  It is a fantastic way for them to honor the flag. 
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b) Vanessa indicated she is looking someone to head up “Scouting for Food.”  They would 

coordinate collections and distributions to the various food banks.   

11) OA  (Susan Abernathy) 

a) Valerie Babbe was not able to make the meeting due to a training conflict.  Valerie has 

indicated she will be stepping down as the OA liaison to the District since she and her 

husband have moved to Escondido, making the commute much more burdensome.  

Thanks Valerie for all your hard work. 

b) Susan Abernathy has agreed to step into the liaison role.  Thanks Susan. 

c) Susan reports that Conclave is next week.  There is still time to sign up but seating on the 

bus is limited.  So contact Kevin Berg as soon as possible if you have scouts or scouters 

for Conclave. 

d) November 8-9 is Lodge Fellowship.  More information coming.  . 

e) January 4 – Lodge Banquet for Tiwahe Lodge.   

f) Lodge Leadership Development tentatively set for December 7 at St. Michaels 

12) Coastal Sage District Website 

a) Mary Bostwick has done a great job setting up our new website at 

Coastalsage.sdicbsa.org.  Visit the site for updates on news, events, training and 

messages. 

13) Camporee – (Michael Szuch and Bill Greer) 

a) Mike and Bill were not able to make the meeting.  Mike provided an update to Rob.   

b) Camporee will be held April 3-5, 2020.  The them is Wilderness Survival.  There will be 

information on the website hopefully by the end of the month.  They hope to have their 

location nailed down in the next couple weeks.   

c) There was talk about whether Webelos will be invited.  Rob to follow up. 

14) District Executive Comments: 

a) District Gala is coming up on January 19, 2019, at Paradise Point.   

b) The official year end is January 6, 2020.  All reports need to be submitted by then. 

c) Rob spoke about the need to get new volunteers involved at the district level.  Many 

committee chairs have been in their roles a long time, and in any organization, it is 

important to rotate leadership.  If you know someone who you think might be a good 

leader or volunteer for a particular committee, please pass on their names and contact 

information to Rob or Mark. 

d) Rob also noted the efforts of all those on the committees who have given a lot of hours to 

supporting scouting.  This program does not work without you.   

15) Next meeting is November 13 at 7:00 p.m.  

 


